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Abstract. Bacteria offer an evolutionary model in which rich interactions be-
tween phenotype and genotype lead to compact genomes with efficient metabolic
pathways. Central to this is the expression and folding of sequences of amino
acids to form proteins. We seek an analogous process that supports a rich artifi-
cial heredity. These systems can be simulated by stochastic chemistry models, but
there is currently no scope for open-ended evolution of the molecular species that
make up the models. Instruction-set based Artifical Life has appropriate evolu-
tionary properties, but the individual is represented as a single executing sequence
with little additional physiology. We describe a novel combination of stochastic
chemistries and evolvable molecule microprograms that gives a rich evolution-
ary framework. Key to this approach is the use of inexact sequence matching for
binding between individual molecules and for branching of molecular micropro-
grams. We illustrate the approach by implementation of two steady-state replicase
RNA analogues that demonstrate “invasion when rare”.

1 Introduction

One sees elegant, evolved design solutions in all levels of life on earth, yet our artificial
models of evolution seem limited by comparison. When engaging with the artificial life
(ALife) community, it is easy to get the impression that we haven’t got the model of
genetic algorithms quite right yet, and that this is why they are typically only used as
optimisers. There is a need for debate about whether the way we think about good en-
gineering is compatible with evolutionary processes [1]. Is biology one gigantic hack,
and is it the right way to do things when we think on different timescales? “Leakiness”
of network pathways is a common property of biological systems, which can make the
extraction of general principles difficult [2]. Attempts to tackle these issues have the
potential to break new ground. Our project1 looks at rich ways of building genotype-
phenotype (geno-pheno) interactions, as this is how bacteria are known to rapidly adapt
to new environments. We are in the early stages of building a bacterial genetic algorithm
(GA). The emulation of biological geno-pheno coupling requires similar coupling be-
tween GA and ALife. Other ALife works use GAs [3], but the ALife side tends to spring
complete from the GA template, which is never referred to again. We are developing
a leakier approach, where the genetic template is an interactive part of the phenotype,
with the goal of developing richer ALife behaviours.

We have designed a computational metabolome [4], implemented as a network of
reactions between a maximum of two molecular agents; it demonstrates that even when
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expressed with simple computational restrictions, it is straightforward to design a gene
regulatory network. To make these networks evolvable, we need to be able to subtly
change the nodes (substrates), edges (reactions), and rates in the network, via changes
in the binding, reaction and decay of the molecular structures. We need to match the
granularity of change in the expressed proteins with the characteristics of mutation that
the system possesses. Thus we find that our ALife-GA coupling demands an artificial
chemistry (AC) as the basis for the geno-pheno interaction. We are investigating a range
of ACs. There are three broad classes: abstract (molecular properties specified directly,
so no analogy with shape) [5]; spatial shape-based [1]; program-based. Here we explore
the program-based approach, with reference to a set of biological principles that we
believe characterise biological systems.

There is a rich history of individual-as-program ALife. The key ones are Avida [6],
Tierra [7] and “BF” [8]. All these place heavy emphasis on the genotype: each “organ-
ism” has a template code, plus some registers and some energy, which together confer
fitness on the individual. The phenotype is forced to be simple: essentially a sequence of
instructions, plus a miniature processing “factory”. In these systems the factory of each
organism is not subject to heritable change. We argue that the ALife organism needs
to be richer. As a first step, we use executing sequences as the basis for the chemistry
of the organism, rather than as a representation of the entire organism in one unit. By
stating that an organism is composed of a set of simple executing sub-programs, we
can make simpler sub-units, draw a closer analogy with functioning proteins, and make
more of the processing machinery available to evolve.

The term microprogram describes assemblies of the lowest-level instructions (mi-
crocode) that describes a program at the lowest possible level. By analogy, reactions at
the molecule-molecule level form the microcode of the organism [9]. In our represen-
tation, molecular microprograms are implemented as sequences of instructions, loosely
analogous with the way amino acids fold to form proteins. The sequences float in an
abstract space, and the “program” emerges via the mixing and reacting of these molec-
ular microprograms. In addition, by basing binding and execution pathways on inexact
subsequence alignment [10], we get the benefit of fine-grained switching between exe-
cution pathways of the network that forms the high-level program.

The novelty here lies in a stochastic chemistry whose molecular species are exe-
cuting microprograms, and whose binding rates and reactions are emulated via inexact
subsequence alignment. As a demonstration, we have hand-written a molecular micro-
program that is capable of copying other molecules that bind to it, including a copy
of itself. We call this molecule a replicase. We show that it is feasible for mutations
to change the efficacy of the microprogram via an “invasion from rare” experimental
evaluation.

2 Domain model of bacterial evolution

We describe an abstract model of bacterial evolution in [11], with concepts of the acces-
sory genome and the arrangement of plasmids and chromosomes. The emphasis there
is on abstracting genome organisation, but the mechanisms for achieving and maintain-
ing an organised genome are not detailed. Here we define a domain model ([12], as



Fig. 1. Domain models of sequence-based executing machines. (a) left: a bacterial metabolism;
(b) right: a computer-based simulation.

referenced in [13]) of the bacterial system we wish to emulate, and briefly discuss a
microprogram-based instantiation of the resulting model.

A naive view of the genome is that it acts as an “workshop manual” for the bio-
logical entity. In bacterial systems, the genomic manual is being continually rewritten,
from minor typos to new chapters to rearrangement of volumes. What is missing from
most evolutionary models is the rich machinery for this continual re-editing process.
The copying machinery is specified on the genome that it maintains, and is built the
same way as other non-genomic entities in the cell.

Biological genome maintenance is carried out by proteins (folded sequences of
amino acids) and sRNAs, which are built following a specification on the genome. The
functional characteristics of the protein arise from its folded shape, which depends on
the chemical properties of the amino acids. As shown in figure 1a, the functionality of
the protein is a product of the DNA-based specification of the amino-acid sequence,
the physical and chemical properties of the amino acids, and the physical and chemi-
cal properties of the protein structure itself. There is a high degree of interdependency
between these factors. Proteins’ folded shapes are highly structured and often flexi-
ble. Reactions occurring between proteins and other molecular entities cause the shape
change, which in turn changes the reaction properties. Sometimes the shape of the pro-
tein is the most significant factor: proteins can form loops that can clamp onto DNA,
physically obstructing other proteins from interacting with it. At other times, the charge
on the protein’s surface changes the conformation of its neighbours. Over evolutionary
timescales, the genetic code develops a deep interaction with these properties. If we
wish to emulate these properties, it is imperative to get a granularity of structure that
is most appropriate to the goal of open-ended heredity. Figure 1b indicates the com-
ponents of a computational emulation of the biological system just described. Here a
combination of the properties of low-level instructions and the sequnce they are assem-
bled into forms the basis of a microprogram that emulates protein function. The mixing
of these proteins in a stochastic chemistry allows the overall program of the system to
emerge.



General Properties Molecular Microprogram Instantiation
single, consistent, molecular representation: for
any reaction A+B→C, it must be possible to de-
scribe C in the same terms as A and B

molecular microprogram: sequence of mi-
crocodes, plus single instance of four pointers

no global controller contains information only about itself; bioentity
little more than a propensity equation

structure of entity forms binding template and
function

sequence of microcodes specifies template and
execution

binding success proportional to some match
function

Smith-Waterman alignment score as basis of
bind strength

has a lifetime, eg. defined by a decay rate decay rate is a function of sequence length
constructed as part of a sequence-reading pro-
cess

undefined here; straightforward to implement

actions always local to the bound objects molecular microprograms refer only to them-
selves and/or their bound partners

actions have cost, and may yield a dividend execution of each instruction and each at-
tempted bind costs one energy unit; dividend
unimplemented: organism requires steady en-
ergy influx

actions are not absolute, but relative to the qual-
ities of the objects they refer to

The = instruction inserts symbols only at the
write pointer W: it does not overwrite anything

Table 1. Properties of an evolving artificial chemistries. General principles (left column). Prop-
erties in the molecular microprogram instantiation (right column).

3 Detailed Model

Direct imitation of biology is not currently feasible for all but the simplest systems,
since computational overheads are high and biological systems are rarely understood
completely. The immediate challenge is to have a specification of a phenotype that al-
lows a rich set of properties to arise such that some template pattern can be used to build
a machine. We put rich functionality into the microcodes, and use genetics to exploit
their properties. Each microcode is represented by a symbol, and sequences of symbols
form the microprogram of a molecule. Each molecule has a set of four pointers, which
are manipulated by the microcode to carry out the function of the molecule. Micropro-
gram execution is initiated when a molecule binds to another. When a bind occurs, the
two molecules negotiate which one should act as executing program, and which should
act as data. The executing molecule’s pointers can point to the data molecule.

Our design is motivated by properties of biological systems that we believe to be
important. Table 1 lists these general properties, and gives corresponding features of
our system. For our initial investigations, we have made assumptions about what the
most efficient implementation of a molecular microprogram might be. In this section,
we outline the approach we are using to explore the proposals outlined above.

Our molecular microprograms are analogous to proteins and sRNAs, where se-
quences of amino acids fold to form molecular machines. We replace the concept of
folding with program control flow for a sequence of program symbols. Our molecules



Fig. 2. Composition of a replicase enzyme microprogram. The substrate sequence m(top) binds
to the executing sequence r (bottom). There are eight distinct active regions of the molecule, plus
one region of “junk” symbols. The sequence specifies: the initial molecular binding (regions 1 and
2); initialisation of the Read (R), Write (W) and Flow (F) pointers (regions 3,4 and 8); iterative
copying of the substrate molecule (region 5); Repositioning the flow pointer to the end of the
excecuting molecule (regions 6 and 8); cleaving off the newly created molecule and termination
of the microprogram (region 7). Pointers, indicated as letters in circles, show the state of the
microprogram as the first symbol of the template molecule is about to be copied to the end of
the executing molecule. The two strings differ by a single mutation (indicated by thin arrows),
allowing m to bind as a substrate to r more strongly than r binds to a copy of itself.

have no shape or explicit dimension. The uniqueness of a molecule is encoded in its
sequence of symbols. We place heavier emphasis on the concept of binding than do
Avida and variants. In functioning microprograms, parts of the sequence describes one
or more binding region and when bound, a microprogram is executed from the sequence
of instructions beginning at the start of the bind. Thus a binding event triggers a reaction
sequence, which is encoded on the molecule and run as a program.

A molecule consists of a sequence of symbols, and four pointers to positions on the
sequence: the instruction pointer I; the read pointer R; the write pointer W; and the flow
pointer F, which is commonly used to reset the position of I during iterative execution.
A molecule has no stacks or registers, or access to any global controllers. The symbols
in the molecular sequence are instructions that manipulate the pointers, thereby imple-
menting the molecule’s function. We illustrate a replicase molecule in figure 2, which
shows eight distinct regions of the microprogram. Execution of the microprogram com-
mences at the start of the bind and proceeds stepwise through each symbol to the right.
The diagram shows the positions of the executing molecule’s pointers as the first sym-
bol is about to be copied: I indicates that the next instruction is = (copy). F is set to the
beginning of region 5, which executes the iterative copy process. R is positioned at the
start of the template molecule’s sequence. W is positioned at the end of the executing
molecule’s sequence. This is where the new molecule is built.

A detailed description of our microcode implementation can be found in [14]. Table
2 provides a summary of these codes, which manipulate the pointers and control the
execution pathways of the molecular microprograms.

Once created, each molecule floats unbound in the metabolism of the organism.
It may bind with other molecules, in which case its microprogram may be executed.
Bound pairs dissociate on termination of the microprogram. This process of binding



Code(s) Name Description
A to Z n-op inactive template code and instruction modifier
$ search shift *F to a matching template
> move shift pointers to the flow pointer
ˆ toggle switch pointer to molecular bind partner
? if conditional single or double increment of instruction pointer
= copy insert at *W a copy of the symbol at *R
% cleave split a sequence and generate a new molecule
} end terminate execution and break the bond between the molecules

Table 2. Symbols and actions used in the current implementation of molecular microprograms.
For a detailed description see [14].

and dissociation continues until the molecule is either destroyed whilst in a bind, or
decays whilst unbound.

Binding is a complementary sequence matching process. The idea is to obtain a
probability of binding based on the match. The Smith-Waterman (SW) algorithm [10]
is ideal for this, since it was designed to give positive scores for similarities that are
unlikely to have arisen by chance alone. When two sequences are compared, the SW
algorithm finds the longest common subsequence (LCS) between them. SW calculates
the tradeoff between the length and the mismatches in the LCS. A perfect match of
length 5 will score 5. Each mismatch in a subsequence pairing reduces this score by
some amount, and the penalty increases for mismatches that are increasingly unlikely,
so a match of length 10 but with significant mismatches might score 4. Scores of zero
or less indicate that the subsequence pairing is likely to have arisen by chance.

For any two molecules i and j, we use SW to detect the LCS for a sequence pair
φi,j , and use the score and the length to define the binding site and derive a probability
of binding, p(φi,j) = (s/l)l, where s is the SW score and l is the LCS length. For
details of how the mismatch penalties are calculated, see [14].

We also use p(φ) to control program flow: $ and ? use a template match, and have
different operation if a match is not found. This “soft” execution pathway is ideal for
evolutionary algorithms, since it allows incremental change in microprogram execution
that mimics some of the attractive biological properties listed in table 1.

For computational simplicity, on decay a molecule is instantaneously deleted. The
chance of decay is a function of the length of the sequence. This is a crude way of ensur-
ing that things that are expensive to build tend to persist in the metabolome, without hav-
ing molecule fragments floating around and reacting with other, complete molecules in
the system. We use a decay probability of 1/L2, where L is the length of the sequence.
Note that this is “passive” decay. There is scope to build a “destructase” molecule,
whose microprogram would chop up anything that bound to it into smaller molecules.
The resulting fragments would then be more likely to decay, since they are shorter.



Fig. 3. Invasion when rare. Ten typical runs of a metabolism of weakly binding replicase species r
(thick grey lines) which is invaded (indicated by the arrow) by a single molecule of mutant species
m (thin black lines), which has a stronger binding affinity. Eight of these trial runs demonstrate
“invasion when rare” by m. In two cases, m went extinct, and r remained at equilibrium.

4 Experiments

Inspired by the RNA world model [15], we have conducted studies of metabolic sys-
tems composed of molecular microprograms without reference to a genome. In this
framework, our molecular species act as their own templates. A replicating molecule is
a good candidate for early trials, since only a single species needs to be defined. Our
hand-crafted replicase r is shown in figure 2. Note that there are very many species
with replicase functionality in our molecular space. Regions 1 and 2 of the micropro-
gram for r are complementary sequences of match length l = 7, match score s = 5.875
and p(φr,r) = 0.293. We have also hand-crafted a variant of r that could arise by a sin-
gle mutation. This variant, m, has perfectly matching complementary sites, so l = 7,
s = 7, p(φm,m) = 1, and importantly p(φr,m) = 1 also: r binds to m more readily
than r binds to r.

For experimental trials, we allowed a population of molecule r to reach equilibrium,
then introduced a single molecule of m at time step 150 000. We ran a metabolism
using this specification 100 times. A typical subset of 10 runs is shown in figure 3. The
phenomenon of “invasion when rare” is occurring: the competitive advantage of species
m allowed it to replace r entirely in 88 out of the 100 trials.

5 Conclusion

We have demonstrated that an ALife environment that uses a sequence of instructions
as the basis for interaction and program execution can show important biological prop-
erties. We intend to use this platform to explore these ideas further, in particular to
develop a fully functioning bacterial emulator.



Our experiment in this paper used a “hand selected” mutation that was guaranteed to
give beneficial effects. The experiment demonstrated that a single instance of a benefi-
cial mutation can easily become the dominant species in our system. The idea now is to
see how different mutation rates affect a functioning molecular species. Mutation can be
implemented straightforwardly by allowing the copy operator to introduce changes to
the copy. It may be possible to determine the “error catastrophe” levels for this system,
and use this limit to derive appropriate mutation rates.
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